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a: 

In order to locate malfunction in a communication network, 
the elements therein are con?gured for generating alarm and 
to propagate a malfunction signalling to at least one other 
element in said set. Those elements in the network to which 
the malfunction signalling was propagated, are excluded, 
preferably by way of self-exclusion, from the action of locat 
ing malfunction. Preferably the arrangement is implemented 
in the form of a distributed agent-based architecture, wherein 
each element has an associated agent for categorizing the 
alarm information in its possession, e. g., as related to internal 
malfunction, contiguous malfunction, and external malfunc 
tion. The categorized alarm information is collected, prefer 
ably Via direct exchange between the associated agents, for all 
the elements having alarmed resources physically or logically 
connected with each other. On the basis of the categorized 
alarm information collected, at least one element responsible 
for malfunction is elected out of those elements in possession 
of alarm information categorized as related to internal mal 
function or contiguous malfunction, while discarding those 
elements in possession only of alarm information categorized 
as related to external malfunction. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR IDENTIFYING 
FAULTS IN COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The invention relates to techniques for identifying 
operating faults in communication networks and has been 
developed with particular attention paid to its possible use for 
locating faults by means of distributed-agent management 
environment. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART 

[0002] Ensuring service to the customer, i.e., guaranteeing 
that the service is rendered continuously, preventing any 
problems that might be perceived by the customer, is one of 
the main tasks of an operator of telecommunication networks 
and services. This task involves the need for gathering and 
processing the alarm signals that arrive from the network, and 
in particular from the network elements that make up its 
component parts, identifying the existence of problems (su 
pervision), for analysing and hence identifying the causes of 
the problems in a such a way as to arrive as close as possible 
to the so-called “root cause” (diagnosis), and ?nally for 
undertaking all the actions necessary for solving any mal 
function (correction). Of particular importance are the ?rst 
two steps of the process, namely, the supervision of the net 
work and the diagnosis of the causes, which comprise the 
activities of gathering the alarms and events from the net 
work, screening them, and then analysing the problem and 
identifying the main cause behind the fault to be recovered. 
[0003] The latest-generation networks and the services 
offered thereby, which are increasingly based upon the Inter 
net-protocol (IP) paradigm, are a combination of technolo 
gies, network elements and different functions (access, trans 
port, control, service, content server). In said context, the 
identi?cation of the root cause behind outages can be a very 
complex task. Furthermore, in general, the activities are 
shared among network segments and rarely are there profes 
sional ?gures capable of dealing with the complexity inherent 
in a multiplicity of networksiamongst which xDSL access, 
ATM access and transport, IP access (NAS and BNAS), IP 
transport, call-control and service nodesiand with the plu 
rality of servicesiamongst which access to the Internet via 
xDSL, transport onATM, SDH and WDM, VPN connections, 
Voice-over-IP (VoIP) services, interwork between PSTN and 
VoIP services. 
[0004] In general, when a fault arises in a portion of the 
network, or more speci?cally on a network element (appara 
tus), the apparatuses generate a multitude of alarms so that it 
is dif?cult for the technical personnel to understand the root 
cause of the problem and solve said problem in a minimum 
time. 
[0005] Various methods and systems have been proposed 
for the purpose of simplifying said tasks and for identifying 
the best modality for managing the problem, which are, how 
ever, limited by their underlying assumptions and their con 
straints. 
[0006] The state of the art in the ?eld of fault management 
in multi-technology networks is prevalently oriented towards 
the use of centraliZed systems that implement the concept of 
distribution essentially to obtain sharing of the processing 
load and to counterbalance the intrinsic limits of scalability. 
[0007] In the above architectures, the typical functional 
division is into three management levels. The ?rst level, 
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which is logically the closest to the network elements, per 
forms functions of alarm collection, ?ltering, and possibly 
functions of ?rst treatment of the alarms on a speci?c network 
technological domain. The second level performs functions 
of treatment of the alarms by cross-checking the information 
regarding the various underlying domains of the network. 
Finally, the third level treats the alarms from the standpoint of 
impact on the service. 
[0008] Such an approach, which is based upon the concept 
of centraliZed processing, essentially derives from the con 
solidation in TLC environment of the TMN (Telecommuni 
cation Management Network) paradigm and is, by de?nition, 
based upon the principle of network-management layering, 
i.e., it locates at the network-management and service-man 
agement level the most advanced processing operation, rel 
egating to the element-management level the elementary 
functions of propagation/?ltering of network events. 
[0009] Starting from the principle of centraliZed-manage 
ment, various fault-management techniques have been devel 
oped, including rule-based reasoning techniques, codebook 
techniques and techniques based on arti?cial intelligence. 
The latter will not be herein discussed, since, for the time 
being, they basically form only the subject of advanced aca 
demic investigation. 
[0010] Rule-based reasoning, which takes on various forms 
and is at times integrated with other processing techniques, is 
probably the method mo st widely applied in centraliZed fault 
management systems. 
[0011] The above method is based upon the de?nition and 
storage in a “knowledge base” of a set of rules that is as 
extensive and exhaustive as possible for management of the 
domain in question. Data processing is performed by a “rule 
engine”, which implements a strategy of application of the 
rules starting from the data contained in a “working 
memory”, with the dynamically updated description of the 
situation to be handled. 

[0012] Notwithstanding its effectiveness, which is on the 
other hand proven by its widespread adoption in commercial 
applications, the method presents a number of limitations, 
such as its dependence upon knowledge of the context, which 
is translated in formal terms starting from the individual skills 
of persons skilled in the sector and is consequently liable to 
gaps and errors, and the impossibility of adopting automatic 
leaming strategies starting from the processing that has 
already been performed. 
[0013] A further limitation of the above approach is consti 
tuted by its dif?culty in adapting ?exibly to a constantly 
evolving reality and in dealing with non-deterministic behav 
iours (for example, the case of loss of network events or the 
occurrence of spurious events). 
[0014] Notwithstanding the fact that rule-based reasoning 
can be used in principle also for implementing alarm corre 
lation and root-cause analysis, in actual fact the effectiveness 
of this method for said purposes is markedly impaired by the 
dif?culty of translating into exhaustive rules the knowledge 
regarding the behaviour of the network, both on account of 
the complexity of the topology, and on account of the pres 
ence of different vendor-speci?c technologies and solutions, 
which are typical of the networks of the main service provid 
ers. 

[0015] Consequently, the most widespread rule-based sys 
tems, albeit constituting candidates for achieving the targets 
of alarm correlation and of root-cause analysis, are typically 
limited in their operative implementation to bulk aggregation 
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of some potentially correlatable alarms and to the so-called 
“downstream suppression” or alarm reduction starting from a 
distinction between induced alarms and main alarms, accord 
ing to the principles of network layering. 
[0016] The concepts outlined above ?nd application in 
some methods and systems for centraliZed processing of the 
alarm information, such as those described in WO-A-02/ 
78261 and US. Pat. No. 6,694,362, which address, respec 
tively, the issue of elimination of redundant alarms and false 
alarms and that of impact analysis. 
[0017] The method based upon codebook techniques, 
described for example in US-A-2003/204370, constitutes an 
interesting and original approach to the themes of alarm cor 
relation and of identi?cation proper to root-cause analysis. 
This technique is based upon the translation of the problem of 
identi?cation of relationships of causality between faults and 
alarms from the context of network management to that of 
binary-code processing. The method is articulated in two 
steps: 

[0018] a ?rst step directed at the de?nition of a reference 
model in which the relationships of causality between 
faults and alarms of the managed network are repre 
sented as an array of binary codes (in which 1 indicates 
the presence of the relationship of causality between 
fault and alarm and 0 the absence of causality) and at the 
subsequent simpli?cation of the set of cases by means of 
application of code-processing techniques (codebook 
identi?cation); and 

[0019] a second processing step substantially consisting 
in the execution of a pattem-matching algorithm, which 
compares the set of the events present in a given time 
interval with the codebook identi?ed, in this way deter 
mining the faults that have given rise to the alarms. 

[0020] By application of the concept of Hamming distance, 
proper to code theory, this system guarantees a certain ?ex 
ibility in processing by ensuring the possibility of tracing 
back to the root faults even in the case of loss of some alarms 
or presence of spurious events. 
[0021] The formal elegance and linearity of this approach 
have formed a point of major importance in the literature on 
the subject. It should, however, be pointed out, amongst the 
main obscure areas of the method, the fact that it represents a 
technique that is oriented towards simplifying run-time pro 
cessing by shifting the complexity of the inferential problem 
to an initial step of modelling, which is anything but trivial 
and with respect to which the method in itself does not pro 
vide any solutions. 
[0022] Generalized application of this method can thus be 
impaired by the objective dif?culty in creating causal models 
for particularly complex/articulated network con?gurations 
in multi-technology and multi-vendor contexts. 
[0023] In general, the main limitations linked to the cen 
traliZed approach consist in the reduced ?exibility and scal 
ability of the applications as the technologies managed vary 
and as the network increases in terms of dimension and com 
plexity. To overcome said limitations, some management 
architectures have been proposed which are based upon the 
principle of distributed processing. Said methods, which aim 
at replacing traditional techniques, based upon centraliZed 
processing, are inspired by the principle of distributed pro 
cessing of the functions of network management, which is in 
turn connected to the de?nition of NGOSS (New Generation 
Operations Systems and Software) management architec 
tures. Since the concept of markedly distributed architecture 
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for management systems is relatively recent, the number of 
documents in this regard are, however, still few in number as 
compared to the ones that refer to centraliZed architecture, 
which is historically more extensively used. In this connec 
tion reference may be made to: “NGOSS Technology Neutral 
Architecture”, document TeleManagementForum TMFO53 
release 4.0, pages 7-9, Jan., 2004. 
[0024] An example is also provided by WO-A-200l/ 
86457, in which the NGOSS principles are implemented 
using the “autonomous agents” technology. The disclosed 
solution is founded on a management architecture based upon 
distributed agents. Each agent performs the modelling of a 
Network Element (NE) and co-operatively implements, 
through aggregation in the so-called “network management 
units”, the management functions. With reference to this 
basic architecture, WO-A-200l/86457 describes a method 
which enables determination of the root cause given a net 
work event and a process which enables determination of the 
complex of resources as a whole that have been involved in a 
fault. Speci?cally, the document describes a method of cor 
relation of the alarms implemented on an agent-based distrib 
uted architecture. 

[0025] The Applicant observes that the solution disclosed 
in WO-A-200l/ 86457 substantially result in an algorithm of 
a centraliZed nature, which, starting from a device component 
(DC) that is alarmed (source DC) considers all the DCs 
belonging to the data path that lead from the alarmed DC to its 
service-user peer (DC acquaintance). In a process of this type, 
the agents do not play an active role, and their role is substan 
tially limited to modelling of the network elements (model 
ling of the physical/logical apparatus resources in the DC). 
The exchange of information/ data structures between agents 
is substantially absent, with the only possible exception of the 
signalling of occurrence of root-cause identi?cation by the 
DC in which the root cause has been located to the DC that 
functions as source DC. 

OBJECT AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0026] To sum up what has been set forth above, centraliZed 
systems use different techniques and methodologies, each of 
which presents different advantages and disadvantages 
according to the approach followed. 
[0027] The solutions that envision the advantages linked to 
the use of a distributed architecture (for example, WO-A 
2001/86457 discussed in detail above) ?nd, however, their 
limits in the intrinsic complexity that derives from having 
based the entire processing on the relationships of depen 
dence between network resources, renouncing the use of the 
information content of the alarms, which are substantially 
treated in an undifferentiated way. Said complexity is to some 
extent masked by the introduction of processing steps which 
are not further speci?ed (for example, the concept of identi 
?cation of a data pathbetween two peer service-users) and the 
solution of which, certainly anything but a trivial one, is, 
however, fundamental for the purposes of the overall result. In 
addition, said solution according to the known art does not 
treat cases of multiple fault (the so-called “non-unique root 
cause”), in which a number of potentially correlatable alarms, 
given the network topology and the client/ server relationships 
between the components, can in actual fact be attributed to 
different faults: once the ?rst fault has been identi?ed with a 
root-cause value, no other possible faults on a data path are 
sought. 
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[0028] In addition, it is necessary to take into account the 
fact that the problems previously outlined emerge in a still 
more evident way in a context distinguished by: 

[0029] a vertiginous increase in the number of the alarms 
managed and presented by a management application as 
the size of the network increases; 

[0030] the dif?culty in providing advanced functions 
that enable the user of the system to determine the net 
work resources on which an intervention is actually 
required in the presence of a very large number of 
alarms; and 

[0031] the dif?culty in identifying linear and homoge 
neous solutions for treatment of network alarms regard 
ing heterogeneous technological domains. 

[0032] The object of the invention is thus to provide an 
improved solution that does away with the disadvantages 
outlined in the foregoing. 
[0033] According to the present invention, the above object 
is achieved by means of a method for locating a malfunction 
in a set of network elements in a communication network, 
each element having associated therewith a respective local 
processing entity and being suitable to generate a set of 
alarms when in?uenced by said malfunction, the method 
including categorizing, in each of said the processing entities, 
the set of alarms generated by the respective element in a ?rst 
category of alarms (representative of “intemal/contiguous” 
malfunction) if the element has detected said malfunction, 
and in a second category of alarms (representative of “exter 
nal” malfunction) if the element has been informed by other 
entities of the presence of said malfunction, and electing one 
of said elements as element responsible for the malfunction 
based on the result of said step of categorizing. 
[0034] For the purposes of the present invention, with 
“local processing entity” it is intended a processing entity 
related to a single network element, either located on the 
network element processor or external to the network ele 
ment. If it is external, it corresponds to a management agent 
associated with the network element. 
[0035] Preferably, the set of alarms within the ?rst category 
is categorized in a ?rst sub-category of alarms (representative 
of “intemal malfunction”) if the malfunction is related to a 
resource of the element that has communicated its malfunc 
tion status to the element, and in a second sub-category of 
alarms (representative of “contiguous” malfunction) if the 
malfunction is related to a resource of the element that has not 
communicated its malfunction status to the element or if the 
malfunction is unrelated to a resource of the element but has 
been detected by a resource of the element. 
[0036] Preferably, the step of election is performed by 
exchanging, among groups of elements having a physical or 
logical connection with each other (i.e. physical or logical 
adjacency), information related to the categories of the cor 
responding sets of alarms, so that each local processing entity 
can compare said categories and identify, through predeter 
mined criteria, the element that is directly affected by the 
malfunction (i.e., that is responsible for the malfunction). 
[0037] Preferably, at least the process of categorizing, and 
advantageously also the process of electing, are performed in 
a distributed manner by the agents associated with the net 
work elements. 
[0038] The invention also relates to a corresponding system 
and a computer-program product, loadable into the memory 
of at least one computer and including software-code portions 
for performing the steps of the method of the invention when 
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the product is run on a computer. As used herein, reference to 
such a computer-program product is intended as being 
equivalent to reference to a computer-readable medium con 
taining instructions for controlling a computer system to co 
ordinate performance of the method of the invention. Refer 
ence to “at least one computer” is evidently intended to 
highlight the possibility for the present invention to be imple 
mented in a distributed/modular fashion. 
[0039] A preferred embodiment of the arrangement 
described herein is thus a method for treatment of the alarms 
of a multi-technology TLC network by an agent-based man 
agement platform and for identi?cation of the root cause of 
the problem, or for focusing on a minimum set of causes. Said 
method addresses, in particular, the problem of fault location, 
simplifying the normal operations of alarm treatment and 
limiting as much as possible, in all the steps outlined, the 
number of the alarms and the amount of information treated. 
The aim is presenting to the technical personnel a synthetic 
view of the network problem so as to minimize the steps of 
supervision and diagnosis and enable the technical personnel 
to take action to correct the problem in the shortest time 
possible or according to the operating modalities most con 
sonant with the seriousness of the problem. 
[0040] The preferred reference architecture described 
herein is distributed and preferably envisages the logical pres 
ence of one processing entity (e.g., an agent) for each appa 
ratus, with the consequent capacity of treating the alarms 
associated to each apparatus separately. 
[0041] Advantageously, the solution described herein uses 
as reference background the NGOSS compliant architecture 
described in WO-A-2005/0l 8249. This document illustrates 
a management platform based upon autonomous agents, 
which addresses the solution of the main problems by which 
current management platforms are affected: insuf?cient scal 
ability and ?exibility, imprecise and differed alignment of the 
network inventory with the network. 
[0042] The solution described in what follows can in any 
case be applied in a more general context than the platform 
presented in WO-A-2005/0l 8249. 
[0043] In a particularly preferred way, the solution 
described herein envisages a one-to-one association between 
an apparatus and a management agent. The solution described 
envisages a step of fault location via election of the agent in 
the area of responsibility of which the fault has occurred 
(identi?cation of responsible agent), performed on the basis 
of an aggregate information exchanged among the agents 
involved in the fault. 
[0044] The procedure suggested can terminate leaving an 
indeterminacy on whether the root fault regards a resource of 
the apparatus managed by the responsible agent or else a 
resource contiguous thereto. Said indeterminacy can occur 
when the alarms received by the agents do not enable dis 
crimination between a malfunction that has occurred on the 
apparatus, one that has occurred on the resource link for 
interconnection between two network elements, or else one 
that has occurred on a resource of a different apparatus. A 
subsequent step of identi?cation of the failed resource 
enables solution of the indeterminacy, with a precise indica 
tion of the cause of malfunction. 

[0045] In an alternative embodiment, by providing the net 
work elements with intemal processing entities capable of 
performing one or more of the above described processing 
steps, those steps could also be performed by the network 
elements themselves In this case, the agents could also be 
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absent. For example, the step of election of the network ele 
ment responsible for the fault (identi?cation of responsible 
network element) could be performed on the basis of an 
aggregate information exchanged among the netWork ele 
ments involved in the fault. 
[0046] In a further alternative embodiment, the step of elec 
tion could be performed by a centraliZed unit in communica 
tion With the agents and/or With the netWork elements, via 
election of the agent in the area of responsibility of Which the 
fault has occurred (identi?cation of responsible agent) or of 
netWork element responsible for the fault (identi?cation of 
responsible netWork element), performed on the basis of an 
aggregate information exchanged among the agents or among 
the netWork elements involved in the fault or collected by the 
centraliZed unit. 
[0047] Starting from the de?nition of relationships of a 
topological nature and of reciprocal in?uence betWeen net 
Work elements (hence a sort of “friendship” betWeen netWork 
elements) the solution described enables a reduction in the 
amount of information exchanged and used to What is strictly 
indispensable for the purposes of the process of identi?cation 
of the malfunction. The reduction in the information used and 
the introduction of subprocesses that enable step-by-step 
focusing of the treatment of the problem proves to be the 
greatest advantage afforded by the proposed method. 
[0048] In a possible embodiment thereof, the method of the 
present invention comprises four main steps. 
[0049] The ?rst step consists in the reception by each agent 
associated With a netWork element sensitive to the fault of the 
alarm, or alarms, sent by the corresponding netWork element. 
[0050] The second step, of location or election of the agent 
responsible for the fault, enables identi?cation in a simple 
Way and With a fair degree of likelihood, depending upon the 
completeness of the alarms sent by the netWork elements 
involved, of the netWork element that is physically closest to 
the malfunction that has occurred. Since the agent that man 
ages said netWork element is the one that typically has at its 
disposal the greatest amount of information useful for the 
solution of the steps of identi?cation of the fault, correlation 
of the alarms, and impact on the service, the subsequent steps 
Will be taken over by said agent. 
[0051] In the third step, of precise identi?cation of the 
physical resource Where the fault resides, the agent respon 
sible for the fault, elected in the second step, availing itself of 
the indispensable information gathered in the ?rst step, iden 
ti?es the failed netWork resource. 

[0052] The fourth step, of alarm correlation and identi?ca 
tion of the resources affected, is aimed at identifying Which 
resources at the various levels of netWork and service proto 
cols are involved or can potentially undergo a deterioration in 
performance folloWing upon the malfunction that has 
occurred. 
[0053] It Will be appreciated that the solution described 
herein subverts the approach proposed, for example, in the 
above-cited patent application WO-A-200l/ 86457, delineat 
ing a process that attributes greater signi?cance to the infor 
mation content of the alarms and circumscribes the analysis 
of the relationship of dependence betWeen netWork resources 
to the simpli?ed case of relationships of physical or logical 
contiguity. Albeit referring in general to the overall method, 
the solution described herein offers a strong point in the 
modalities of implementation of the second step of the pro 
cess of location of the area of responsibility of the fault, to 
Which reference has been made previously. 
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[0054] 
lar: 

[0055] the categorization of the alarms made by the 
agents starting from the information regarding the type 
of alarm and the alarmed resource; 

[0056] the transactionality of the processing conducted 
by the agents, i.e., the exchange betWeen agents of mes 
sages regarding alarms, starting from the result of the 
processing performed individually; and 

[0057] the co-operation betWeen agents, Which, starting 
from an individual and parallel processing, leads to an 
overall result shared by all the correlated agents (friend 
agents). 

[0058] The categorization of the alarms is a function that 
enables reference to the type of the alarms, and there exist 
variants in processing based upon principles of distinction 
betWeen alarms of a different nature and seriousness. 
[0059] To sum-up, the solution described herein is aimed, 
given a multi-technology and multi-vendor netWork, at iden 
ti?cation of the area of the corrective intervention starting 
from the netWork alarms. The information on alarms are 
treated as basic elements to be used in processing for tracing 
back to the netWork fault that has caused them through a 
distributed processing performed by autonomous agents, 
each of Which implements the modelling of a netWork ele 
ment, represents the set of the relations of the netWork ele 
ment With the surrounding netWork domain and interacts With 
the other agents, through the exchange of messages. 

The solution described herein envisages in particu 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ANNEXED DRAWINGS 

[0060] The invention Will noW be described, by Way of 
example only, With reference to the annexed plate of draW 
ings, Wherein: 
[0061] FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a netWork 
(Which includes a plurality of netWork elements) to be man 
aged by a management platform With a plurality of agents; 
[0062] FIGS. 2 and 3 are ?oWcharts representing processes 
carried out Within the system arrangement described herein; 
[0063] FIGS. 4 to 11 provide an example ofa sequence of 
operations of the system arrangement described herein; and 
[0064] FIGS. 12 to 14 are functional block diagrams that 
exemplify possible netWork scenarios to Which the invention 
can be applied. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLES OF 
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION 

[0065] By Way of introduction to the detailed description of 
certain examples of embodiment of the invention, a glossary 
is provided indicating the meaning of certain terms used 
throughout this description. 
[0066] Agent: the term “agent” is used herein to indicate an 
entity that implements the modelling of a netWork element 
and represents the set of the relations of the netWork element 
With the surrounding netWork domain (netWork elements that 
are physically and logically adjacent). An agent is con?gured 
moreover as a proxy of the netWork element, i.e., it acts as 
element for decoupling the netWork element from the man 
agement applications, providing a standard interface for 
interaction With the netWork element. An agent is therefore an 
autonomous process that possesses an identity and that 
requires communication (for example, in a collaborative or 
competitive Way) With other agents so as to ful?l its tasks. 
This communication is obtained through the asynchronous 
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exchange of messages and using a language With a Well 
de?ned and shared semantics Within the platform. In the 
embodiment hereinafter described it Will be assumed that 
each and every network element considered has an associated 
agent. The one-to-one correspondence betWeen an agent and 
the corresponding netWork element is expressed by indicat 
ing the agent as management element of the netWork element 
and the netWork element as managed entity. The terms 
“agent” and “managed netWork element” may, hoWever, be 
used interchangeably to indicate the relationships among dif 
ferent agents and among netWork elements. 

[0067] Local processing entity: it is processing entity 
related to a single netWork element either located on the 
netWork element processor or external to the netWork ele 
ment. In the second case the local processing entity corre 
sponds With an agent associated With the netWork element. 

[0068] Fault: understood by fault (malfunction) is any mal 
function (in progress or foreseen) that vitiates functionality of 
a physical or logical netWork resource and that can be 
detected, directly by the netWork element on Which the failed 
resource is located or else indirectly by netWork elements 
external to the failed resource. A fault triggers off modi?ca 
tions in the signalling of its oWn state of operation by the 
netWork elements detecting the problem, such as the sending 
of event signallings or variations in the value of variables or 
counters presented by the netWork element. The modi?cation 
in the signalling thus results in of a malfunction signalling 
being propagated among the netWork elements. 
[0069] Alarm: an alarm is a netWork event communicated 
by a NE to the agent that manages it. In particular, the alarm 
is a spontaneous event noti?ed by the netWork element in a 
asynchronous Way upon occurrence of given conditions, 
identi?ed by the netWork element itself as anomalous. The 
noti?cation that the netWork element sends to the entity that 
manages it comprises a set of information that enables char 
acteriZation thereof. An alarm can be identi?able in a unique 
Way by the n-tuple (d, n, r, t), With d:alarm description (or 
“probable cause”), nqmique identi?er of the netWork ele 
ment or unique identi?er of the agent that has detected it, 
r:alarmed resource (unique identi?er of the physical or logi 
cal resource of the NE affected by the fault), tIdate/time of 
onset of the alarm. For some types of alarm the information 
regarding the resource cannot be given explicitly in so far as 
it is already indirectly indicated by the type of alarm. Also 
considered in a extensive Way as alarms are the noti?cations 
of variation of state, the noti?cations of threshold overstep 
ping, and other events, also generated by the agents that can 
perform operations of polling on variables of the managed 
apparatus. 
[0070] Group of alarms: this is the set of the alarms gener 
ated by a NE and related to a same malfunction; this group of 
alarms is noti?ed by the NE to its oWn agent. The alarms 
belonging to the same group have the characteristic of being 
referred to physical/logical resources betWeen Which there 
exists a relationship of dependence described by the func 
tional model of the netWork element. Excluded from the 
group are alarms for one and the same netWork element but 
referring to non-correlated resources. Once a reference time 
interval and a netWork element have been ?xed, there can 
exist, for the netWork element and for the agent that manages 
it, a number of groups of alarms regarding faults of different 
nature. 
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[0071] Supergroup of alarms: this is the set of all the groups 
of alarms that regard all the agents and can be traced back to 
the same correlated resources. 

[0072] Category of a group of alarms: this is an attribute of 
each group of alarms calculated by the agent using only the 
information regarding the netWork element in question and 
serves for identifying the position of the fault or faults that 
cause the presence of the alarms in question With respect to 
the netWork element. The categories used for the method 
described are preferably: internal fault, contiguous fault, and 
external fault. HoWever, a ?rst category of “intemal/contigu 
ous fault” and a second category of “external fault” can be 
suf?cient for performing a ?rst selection of the netWork ele 
ments in the process of electing the element responsible for 
the malfunction. 

[0073] Relationship of friendship betWeen agents: tWo 
agents are in a relationship of friendship if they include inter 
nal resources that are physically or logically connected to 
each other so that When one of these resources is affected by 
a malfunction also the others of these resources are affected 

by (or at least detect) the malfunction. In other Words, tWo 
agents are in a relationship of friendship if, as a consequence 
of a fault on a resource managed by one of the tWo agents or 
on an intermediate resource, both agents receive at least one 
alarm signalling from the managed netWork element corre 
lated to the fault detected. For evaluation of friendship, not the 
service alarms but only the communication and equipment 
alarms are considered. The relationship of friendship thus 
unites agents Which, as a consequence of a fault, obtain from 
the managed apparatus information data that can be corre 
lated With one another and possibly used for the location and 
identi?cation of the same fault. The same is valid for the 
netWork elements: the relationships of friendship comprise 
the netWork elements that have betWeen them a relationship 
of physical adjacency (the tWo managed netWork elements 
are interconnected When no further netWork elements man 

aged by agents are inserted betWeen them but, possibly, only 
netWork elements not managed by an agent) or logical adja 
cency (for example a client-server relationship or a peer-to 
peer relationship). Given the alarm signalling, the relation 
ship of friendship identi?es the subset of all the possible 
friends of an agent regarding exclusively the alarmed 
resources. Since an agent associates a friend to the resource of 

the managed apparatus through Which it “targets” the friend, 
given an alarm signalling, only the friends targeted through 
the alarmed resource in question Will be considered as friends 
for that alarm signalling. The relationship of friendship 
betWeen tWo agents, given an alarm signalling, consequently 
depends upon the type of apparatus, the alarmed resource, 
and the type of alarm in question. For example, in the case of 
an alarm internal to the apparatus Which does not have impact 
on the rest of the netWork (such as an alarm indicating mal 
function of the fan), the agent does not have friends for that 
alarm. Differently, if, for example, an alarm on a port is 
considered, the friends are the agents of the netWork elements 
physically and logically connected on said port. 
[0074] Responsible agent: this is the agent in the area of 
responsibility of Which the root fault regarding a supergroup 
of alarms has occurred. Identi?cation of the responsible agent 
occurs through the exchange of category information 
betWeen friend agents and via the election algorithm. The 
responsible agent is the agent Which has the greatest amount 
of information for identi?cation of the fault regarding the 
supergroup considered. Said agent manages the apparatus on 
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which the malfunction has occurred or, in the worst case, the 
malfunction has occurred on resources adjacent to the respon 
sible apparatus, whether they are resources not managed by 
agents, or whether they are resources belonging to the adja 
cent apparatus. 
[0075] Adjacent resources: by “resources adjacent to a 
resource” is meant the set of the resources having a relation 
ship of physical contiguity with the given resource up to the 
?rst resource belonging to an agent-managed network ele 
ment. 

[0076] Procedure of election: this is the distributed proce 
dure through which the agents that have relationships of 
friendship with one another, exchanging information regard 
ing the nature of the alarms, determine the agent in the area of 
responsibility of which the root fault has occurred. 
[0077] FIG. 1 shows, very schematically, a network man 
agement platform according to the present invention, which 
includes a plurality of network elements (i.e., network equip 
ments) NE to be managed within a telecommunication net 
work N. 
[0078] The platform further comprises: 

[0079] a plurality of agents AGs, each one associated 
with a respective NE and con?gured to perform the 
operations described later on; each agent de?nes a local 
processing entity; 

[0080] a (logical) manager application MA, responsible 
for managing the distribution of processes from a Model 
Data Base MDB to the various AGs, monitoring the state 
of the platform with information provided by the AGs 
(including distribution of components, domain manage 
ment, performance monitoring and consequent actions 
like redistributing load among the AGs in order to 
achieve proper load balance); 

[0081] a network inventory NI, which may comprise a 
distributed network inventory and a centraliZed network 
inventory; the distributed network inventory contains 
updated models of the different NE and used for all 
real-time or almost real-time tasks as provisioning, 
assurance, performance, control, and so on, where 
updated information on the con?guration and state of the 
network is necessary for the assurance and for the effec 
tiveness of the task; the centraliZed network inventory 
corresponds to the usual concept of a network inventory 
component and used for non real-time tasks where con 
tinuous updates are not possible for a centraliZed archi 
tecture (example of such tasks are network design, net 
work planning and capacity trend analysis); and 

[0082] a model data base MDB, which is a single (logi 
cal) point of de?nition and storage of all the behavioral 
and functional aspects of the platform, work?ows, rules, 
information models and schemes. 

[0083] As hereinafter described in greater detail, the net 
work elements NE are con?gured for generating malfunction 
alarm to be used by the respective agents and for propagating 
a malfunction signalling to the other network elements physi 
cally or logically connected therewith. 
[0084] FIG. 2 provides the reference ?owchart for the 
method proposed. 
[0085] The components of the ?owchart are listed and 
described hereinafter. 
[0086] Alarm Reception (Step 100) 
[0087] The function of alarm reception is promptedistart 
ing from a general WAIT stateiby any nodes in the network 
detecting a malfunction and is implemented by the agents. It 
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is envisaged that the individual agent will gather the alarms 
sent by its own managed network element understood as 
event and alarm noti?cations generated spontaneously by the 
network element or else generated by a system of polling that 
constantly veri?es the value of some indicators on the appa 
ratus and in turn generates noti?cations directed to the agent. 
The alarm-reception function of the agent comprises also the 
?ltering operations normally performed on the alarms 
received, such as: ?ltering of the oscillations, ?ltering of the 
persistence, etc. The alarms received are stored in the memory 
of the agent for subsequent uses. The criteria for performing 
this step or phase of the process are in themselves known in 
the art, and will not be described in detail herein. 
[0088] In parallel to the generation of malfunction alarms 
by the network elements, which alarms are provided to the 
respective agents, there is also the propagation of a malfunc 
tion signalling from the network elements towards other net 
work elements, in particular towards the physically and logi 
cally adjacent network elements. The malfunction signalling 
may be propagated by the network element for example by 
?lling OAM (Operation, Administration and Maintenance) 
bits contained in the bit stream among the network elements. 
The reception of a malfunction signalling by another network 
element causes the generation of a malfunction alarm by the 
receiving network element. 
[0089] Identi?cation of the Agent Responsible for the Fault 
(Step 102) 
[0090] Each individual agent groups together the alarms on 
the basis of the information on the resource alarmed, the type 
of fault, and the time of generation of the alarm. Via a distrib 
uted algorithm, the system will then identify the responsible 
agent from amongst all the agents that have received alarms 
that can be attributed to correlated resources, in particular it 
identi?es the agent that possesses the greatest amount of 
information in order to perform subsequently the function of 
fault identi?cation. Said agent manages the network element 
on which the malfunction has occurred or, in the worst case, 
a network element adjacent to the failed resource. The iden 
ti?cation of the responsible agent comprises the identi?cation 
of those network elements that have been informed of the 
presence of a malfunction, i.e. those elements to which the 
malfunction signalling was propagated, and the restriction of 
the action of locating the malfunction, i.e. of identifying the 
responsible agent, to the network elements other than those 
elements to which the malfunction signalling was propa 
gated. This is because the network element responsible for the 
fault is a network element from which the malfunction sig 
nalling was generated. More speci?cally, the election of the 
responsible agent comprises, for each network element that 
has detected the malfunction of that has been informed of the 
presence of a malfunction (through propagation of the mal 
function signalling), categoriZing the generated alarm (i.e., 
the malfunction) with respect to the element (by exploiting 
the information contained in the alarm) at least in the catego 
ries “intemal/contiguous” and “extemal”, so that each ele 
ment is associated with a corresponding categoriZed alarm 
information, and excluding from the election those elements 
associated with a categoriZed alarm information indicating an 
external malfunction. Each of the above element and the 
respective agent will therefore be associated with a respective 
alarm category. 
[0091] The present patent will treat this component of the 
method in depth. 
[0092] Identi?cation of the Fault (Step 104) 
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[0093] Said step can be performed using only the informa 
tion possessed by the responsible agent or, when the category 
of the responsible agent were not to be “internal”, using also 
the information possessed by the friends of the responsible 
agent. The identi?cation of the fault can be made by an 
operator who receives from the responsible agent, on a man 
machine interface, the following minimum information: 

[0094] the unique identi?er of the responsible agent and 
of its corresponding friends; 

[0095] the category of the responsible agent and of each 
of its friend; 

[0096] the alarms received by the responsible agent; 
[0097] the alarms received by the friend agents of the 

responsible agent in the case where the category of the 
responsible apparatus were not to be “intemal”; and 

[0098] the topological information that links the 
resources on the responsible apparatus with the 
resources on the friend network elements. 

[0099] The operator, with the information referred to 
above, will be able to identify the position of the fault in terms 
of failed resource. At the moment when the failed resource 

has been identi?ed, the operator will enter said information, 
upon command, on the responsible agent. In this way, the 
responsible agent will be able to correlate the alarms received 
thereby with the fault identi?ed in the network. The present 
patent will not go into further detail on this component of the 
method. 
[0100] Display of the Fault to the Operator (Step 106) 
[0101] The function of display of the fault to the operator 
can be performed, via a man-machine interface, to the opera 
tor directly by the responsible agent. The minimum informa 
tion supplied to the operator is the following: 

[0102] unique identi?er of the responsible agent; and 
[0103] identi?er of the failed resource. 

[01 04] After completing the process just described, the sys 
tem switches back to the WAIT state. 

[0105] The agent-based distributed-processing method 
step of identi?cation of the agent responsible for the fault, 
which is also de?ned as “location of the fault”, is described in 
greater detail in FIG. 3; the described operations are per 
formed in parallel by all the agents that have received alarms 
at a given instant. The operation of reception by the agents of 
the alarms sent from the network elements is understood as 
being already performed. The ?ow of operations identi?ed in 
the ?owchart is preferably executed by the agents in parallel 
for each group of alarms identi?ed, different groups of alarms 
present simultaneously on the individual apparatus being 
treated separately. 
[0106] The steps or phases ofthe ?owchart ofFIG. 3 will be 
further exempli?ed by reference to FIGS. 4 to 11. In these 
?gures, a portion of a communication network is shown, 
which includes network elements (having associated respec 
tive agentsinot shown) designated by the references A to H. 
Of these, the elements A and B are representative of IP appa 
ratuses connected via elements D, E, F cascaded over a link, 
the element D being, for example, an SDH equipment. Part of 
such a link, which includes elements G and H, is shown 
extending from the IP apparatus B. Reference I designates a 
server shared among different network elements, e. g. a DNS 
(Domain Name System) network element. 
[0107] As indicated, the ?owchart of FIG. 3 is primarily 
intended to detail the step 102 of the ?owchart of FIG. 2. The 
?owchart of FIG. 3 thus starts with the reception (step 100 in 
FIG. 2; step 200 in FIG. 3) of at least an alarm regarding 
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malfunction being detected, even as prediction of malfunc 
tion that is expected to occur. Likewise, the ?owchart of FIG. 
3 terminates with the identi?cation of the entity responsible 
for malfunction (step 102 in FIG. 2; step 212 in FIG. 3). 

[0108] In the block diagrams of FIGS. 4 to 11, the occur 
rence of malfunction is exempli?ed in the form of an event X, 
which leads to interruption of the connection between the 
elements A and D (and thus between A and B). It will be 
appreciated that such an event does not actually occur within 
eitherA or D, but directly affects both of them. 

[0109] The components of the ?owchart of FIG. 3 are listed 
and described hereinafter. 

[0110] Association of the Alarms Received in a Group of 
Alarms for Each Alarmed Resource (Step 202) 
[0111] The ?rst operation that the agent performs on the 
alarms received from the managed apparatus and stored 
within is the grouping together of the alarms received, with 
discrimination thereof according to each alarmed resource. In 
this way, the agent will subsequently be able to work on the 
different alarm groups for the different resources of the man 
aged apparatus. Said operation will make it possible to work 
on the alarmed resources irrespective of the presence of a 
single fault or of simultaneous faults regarding the resource in 
question. 
[01 12] The agent hence groups together the alarms received 
according to the resource alarmed at a given instant (all the 
alarms active at a given instant regarding a physical or logical 
resource form part of one and the same group) by using the 
information in its possession regarding the logical depen 
dence between the alarmed resources (all the alarms active at 
a given instant regarding two logically dependent resources, 
such as, for example, a card and a port, are considered as 
forming part of one and the same group, where the reference 
alarmed resource is the alarmed resource of highest level 
upon which the other resources depend). 

[0113] By way of example, let us suppose, given a network 
element, that two alarms x and y are received by the corre 
sponding agent, with xq(n, rx, dx, tx) and y%/(n, ry, dy, ty), 
where n is the identi?er of the network elements, r is the 
network resource, d is the alarm description, t is the instant in 
time in which the alarm is issued; x and y belong to the same 
group if they refer to the same resource (i.e., if rXIry), or else, 
if there exists between the network resources r,C and ry a 
relationship of logical dependence of a client/ server type, for 
example r,C client of ry server (then the group of alarms will 
regard the alarmed resource server ry), or else, if there exists 
between them a relationship of logical dependence of con 
tainment, for example r,C is contained in ry container (then the 
group of alarms will regard the alarmed resource container 
ry). 
[0114] At the end of the grouping operations, the group will 
be identi?ed by the following information: 

[0115] unique identi?er of the network element that has 
sent the alarms; 

[0116] network resource to which the group is associ 
ated; 

[0117] group identi?er (local identi?er chosen by the 
agent that has received the alarms); 

[0118] instant in time in which the ?rst alarm belonging 
to the group was issued; and 

[0119] list of the alarms received that have been associ 
ated to the group. 
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[0120] Implementation of the function of alarm grouping 
involves maintenance on the agent of the following informa 
tion: 

[0121] equipping of the network element in terms of 
corruptible resources; 

[0122] relationships of containment betWeen the cor 
ruptible resources; 

[0123] client/ server relationship betWeen the corruptible 
resources; and 

[0124] alarms received by the netWork element. 
[0125] The situation outlined previously is exempli?ed in 
FIG. 5 With the issuing of LOS (Loss Of Signal) alarms by the 
elements A and D and of VP-AIS (Virtual Path-Alarm Indi 
cator Signal) alarms by the elements F and B. 
[0126] Calculation of the Category for the Group of Alarm 
(Step 204) 
[0127] After grouping together the alarms received from 
the respective netWork element in order to associate them to 
an individual generating fault, each individual agent performs 
the step of calculation of the category for the set of alarms 
generated by the corresponding element. Said calculation is 
performed only With the information in possession of the 
agent that has received the alarm. The categories regard the 
position of the fault that has generated the received alarms 
With respect to the managed netWork element and the alarmed 
resource. At the end of the step of calculation of the category, 
each agent that has received in a certain period one or more 
alarms has the information of hoW said alarms are grouped 
together on the basis of the alarmed resources and, for each 
group, knoWs the category of alarm, i.e., knoWs the position 
of the malfunction that has triggered alarms regarding its oWn 
managed netWork element. 
[0128] The possible alarm categories areifor examplei 
the folloWing, in connection With the type of faults: 

[0129] internal fault; 
[0130] contiguous fault; and external fault. 

[0131] Each individual category of fault is described in 
greater detail in What folloWs. 
[0132] Category of internal fault: the alarm regards a physi 
cal resource of the netWork element or, more in general, a 
physical/logical resource internal to the netWork element, in 
particular the resource could also play a role in the processes 
of communication of the apparatus itself With the surrounding 
netWork. By Way of example, for some netWork technologies 
(ADSL, SDH/WDM) alarms of an equipment, environmental 
and processing-failure type can fall Within this case. For a 
fault to be categorized as internal, the netWork element shall 
be aWare of the status of the malfunction resource, for 
example thanks to a check of its oWn status by the resource 
itself. 
[0133] Category of contiguous fault: the fault is intercepted 
by a resource that plays a role in the processes of communi 
cation of the apparatus containing it With the surrounding 
netWork; the fault is located on one of the folloWing 
resources: an internal resource belonging to the managed 
apparatus itself (for example, the physical port), the physical 
infrastructures of connection betWeen the apparatus and the 
adjacent apparatuses (for example, the optical ?bre connec 
tion), or an adjacent resource of a contiguous apparatus (for 
example, the physical port of the contiguous apparatus 
directly connected to the alarmed resource of the apparatus in 
question). The alarm received does not, hoWever, enable iden 
ti?cation of the category of the group as internal on account of 
the absence of an equipment alarm regarding the resource. 
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This can occur for example When the fault concerns an inter 
nal resource of the element (such as an optical receiver) but 
this resource is unable to make a check of its oWn status, so 
that the element is unaWare of the status of that resource. By 
Way of example, for some netWork technologies (ADSL, 
SDH/WDM) the alarms labelled as “communication alarms” 
can fall Within this case. 

[0134] Category of external fault: the fault is intercepted, as 
in the previous case, by a component of the apparatus that has 
a role in the processes of communication of the apparatus 
itself and is located on an external apparatus that is physically 
not adjacent. In said condition, the netWork element receives 
a signalling of remote malfunction propagated by the appa 
ratuses that are set betWeen this and the failed resource. This 
case covers all the possibilities that are not contemplated in 
the tWo cases previously listed. 
[0135] In a simpli?ed version of the method, or in a pre 
liminary step thereof, the fault can be subdivided in only a 
?rst and a second category: “internal/contiguous” and “exter 
nal”, Wherein the intemal/ contiguous category groups all the 
fault above indicated as internal or contiguous. This simpli 
?ed categorization can be performed for excluding from the 
election of the element responsible for the fault the elements 
that are associated With the external category. In turn, the 
“intemal/contiguous” category can be subdivided in tWo sub 
categories: “intemal” and “contiguous”, to alloW the election 
of the netWork element responsible for the fault. 
[0136] Said process of categorization of the group of 
alarms is performed by each agent folloWing upon the recep 
tion of alarms. As the implementation of the function of alarm 
grouping, the implementation of the function of categoriza 
tion of the group envisages maintenance of the folloWing 
information on the agent: 

[0137] relationships of containment betWeen the cor 
ruptible resources; 

[0138] client/ server relationship betWeen the corruptible 
resources; 

[0139] alarms received from the apparatus. 
[0140] The situation outlined previously is exempli?ed in 
FIG. 6 With the categorization by the elements A and D of the 
event X as contiguous fault (Cont) and the categorization by 
the elements F and B of the event X as external fault (Ext). 
[0141] Identi?cation of the “Friends” Regarding the Group 
of Alarms in Question (Step 206) 
[0142] FolloWing upon categorization of the group of 
alarms, the agent calculates Which are the netWork elements/ 
agents potentially involved and that it Will have to inform as 
regards What it has received from the managed netWork ele 
ment. Said calculation is made starting from the information 
of topolo gy contained in the agent. The implementation of the 
function of identi?cation of the friends envisages mainte 
nance on the agent of the folloWing information: 

[0143] the netWork topology, i.e., the relationships 
betWeen the communication resources of the apparatus 
With the equivalent communication resources of the 
interconnected netWork elements; 

[0144] relationships of containment betWeen the cor 
ruptible resources; 

[0145] the client/ server relationship betWeen the cor 
ruptible resources; 

[0146] the group of the alarms in question, in particular 
the alarmed resource and the category. 

[0147] This step is not speci?cally represented in the 
sequence of FIGS. 4 to 11. 
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[0148] Sending of Information Regarding the Group and 
Category in Question to the Friends Regarding the Group 
Itself, With Reception of Similar Information Sent by the 
Friends of the Agent in Question (Step 208) 
[0149] Each agent that has received an alarm sends a mes 
sage to each friend identi?ed regarding the fault in question. 
In said message, all the information regarding the group of 
alarms that Will serve for identifying the agent responsible for 
the fault is sent, albeit Without explicitly sending the alarm 
received by the agent. At least the folloWing information Will 
consequently be communicated: 

[0150] the identi?er of the sending agent; 
[0151] the identi?er of the group of alarms; 
[0152] the alarmed resource; and 
[0153] the category of alarm calculated by the agent. 

[0154] Once the messages have been received by the friend 
agents, each individual agent is able to construct its oWn table 
regarding the supergroup of alarms that regards an alarmed 
resource, by grouping together: a) the information of the 
group of alarms gathered by the agent itself and sent by its 
oWn managed apparatus; and b) the information received by 
each individual friend agent regarding groups of alarms gath 
ered by said friend agents corresponding to a resource adja 
cent to the alarmed resource on the agent in question. The 
supergroup is then constructed on the basis of the alarmed 
resource on the managed apparatus, on the basis of the 
alarmed resource received in the message of the friends and 
on the basis of the information of topology: a supergroup is 
constituted by the groups that belong to different agents and 
regard resources that are interdependent and adjacent (physi 
cally or logically) to one another. 

[0155] This set of operations is represented in the sequence 
of FIGS. 7 to 11, Which shoW the constitution, at each agent/ 
element, of a table With Which each agent is able to discrimi 
nate Whether, Within a supergroup, it is in the situation of 
being responsible or not. 

[0156] End of the Operations of Exchange (Step 210) 
[0157] At the end of the operations of exchange of the 
messages, by using the tables constructed in the preceding 
point, each agent is able to discriminate Whether, Within a 
supergroup, it is the agent responsible for the fault or not. Said 
choice is made by considering the category of the group of 
alarms associated With the agent and the ones obtained by the 
friends on the basis of the rules illustrated hereinafter (Where, 
for reasons of simplicity, the category of the group is indi 
cated as category of the agent). 

[0158] The election of the agent (or, equivalently, of the 
element) responsible for the fault includes ?rst 

[0159] if an agent is in the internal category and no agent 
friend is in the internal category, the ?rst is appointed 
responsible for the supergroup in question and the other 
agents are self-excluded from the role of agent respon 
sible; 

[0160] if an agent is in the contiguous category and no 
agent friend is in the internal or contiguous categories, 
the ?rst is appointed responsible for the supergroup in 
question and the other agents are self-excluded from the 
role of responsible agent; 

[0161] if tWo or more friend agents are in the same cat 
egory and no friend agents of a higher priority category 
exist (“intemal” being higher than “contiguous” and 
“contiguous” being higher that “extemal”), the agent of 
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highest protocol level is appointed responsible, and the 
other agents are self-excluded from the role of respon 
sible agent; 

[0162] if tWo or more friend agents are in the same cat 
egory, and friend agents of a higher priority category do 
not exist, and if they have the same protocol level, an 
algorithm of random election has to be used to choose 
the responsible agent, eg the agent With the higher 
unique identi?er is appointed responsible, and the other 
agents are self-excluded from the role of responsible 
agent; 

[0163] an agent With an external category can never be 
responsible for a supergroup. 

[0164] The agent that is appointed responsible thanks to the 
information obtained Will then proceed to performing the step 
of identi?cation of the alarm. 

[0165] All of the agents that are excluded from the role of 
responsible agent Will maintain the information obtained and 
Will remain listening, Waiting for the responsible agent to ask 
them for execution of a some operation. 

[0166] It Will on the other hand be appreciated that the 
procedure for identi?cation of the agent responsible for the 
fault, also identi?ed as step of location of the fault, must not 
necessarily be implemented on an agent-based distributed 
architecture. Said procedure is, in fact, generally comprises 
the folloWing steps: 
[0167] a) creation of the group of alarms of an apparatus, in 
relation to a fault; 

[0168] b) calculation of the category of the group of alarms; 
[0169] c) identi?cation of the friends of the apparatus for 
the group of alarms; 
[0170] d) creation of the supergroup of alarms regarding the 
fault; and 
[0171] e) election of the agent responsible for the fault. 
[0172] Said steps can be implemented on a centraliZed sys 
tem or else distributed With different modalities, including 
“hybrid” modalities Wherein some of the above steps are 
performed in a distributed Way and the other in a centraliZed 
Way. 
[0173] A ?rst solution envisages implementation of the 
entire procedure on a centraliZed system, Which should pro 
cess all the alarms coming from the network, creating groups 
and subgroups of alarms, so as to elect, for each fault, the 
apparatus responsible. Therefore, all the operations of the 
?owchart of FIG. 2 (but step 208, Which could be omitted, 
since there Will be no need for an exchange of messages) 
could be performed by a centraliZed unit, such as unit MA in 
FIG. 1. 

[0174] The operation of the system presupposes: 
[0175] knoWledge of the netWork topology; 
[0176] de?nition of rules for creation of the groups, and 

assignment of the categories; and 
[0177] identi?cation of the friends, creation of the super 

groups, and election of the netWork element responsible. 
[0178] Another possible solution is that of implementing 
the ?rst tWo steps (a and b) on an agent responsible for the 
netWork element, and the other steps (c to e), instead, on a 
centraliZed system. 
[0179] In this Way, each agent provides the centraliZed sys 
tem With the group of alarms having the associated category. 
The centraliZed system executes the other steps, using the 
information coming from the various agents, Which should no 
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longer exchange the messages between them, but only send 
the outputs of their processing operations to the system above 
them. 

[0180] Another possibility of implementation consists in 
the creation of one agent for each network element and of one 
agent for each type of correlation. The latter could be acti 
vated by the messages sent by the agents of the network 
elements. For example, the agent of a router, in the case where 
it manages to create a group of alarms on a communication 

resource, could send messages to the appropriate correlation 
agents chosen on the basis of the topology of the network. The 
correlation agents should create the supergroup, possibly 
exchanging messages, and should elect the responsible agent. 
[0181] A further possibility is that of omitting the agents 
and having the above operation performed either completely 
by the network elements, which should in this case be pro 
vided with improved intelligence (i.e. be con?gured so as to 
be able to perform all the steps of FIG. 2), or completely by a 
centraliZed unit in communication with the network ele 
ments, or in a hybrid way, with some steps performed in a 
distributed way and the other in a centraliZed way. 

[0182] It will thus be appreciated that the invention applies 
in general to any type of telecommunication network in which 
the network elements are able to signal by means of alarm 
messages to an external system the presence (or the expected 
onset) of malfunction. 
[0183] For example, the invention is applicable to networks 
for the supply of xDSL and VoIP services and NGN (Next 
Generation Network) architectures as illustrated in FIG. 12 
and where the various network segments are differentiated, 
1.e.: 

[0184] access network (?xed PA or mobile MA, with 
speci?c representation of an HNiHome Network); 

[0185] 
[0186] modules M for control of the service, usually 

co-operating with other networks NW; 
[0187] service modules or servers S, with associated 

thereto a corresponding database DB. 

[0188] In one implementation, the invention is able to iden 
tify, within a network for the supply of xDSL services like the 
one represented in FIG. 13, the presence of malfunction and 
location of the fault. The network in question is illustrated 
schematically through the representation of its components 
commonly indicated as DSLAM (Digital Subscriber Line 
Access Module), GBE (GigaBit Ethernet), BRAS (Broad 
Band Remote Access Module) and IP network. 
[0189] In another implementation, the invention enables 
location and identi?cation of the fault within a network for the 
supply of VoIP services, like the one represented in FIG. 14, 
in which elements that are similar or equivalent to the ones 
already introduced with reference to FIG. 12 have been des 
ignated by the same codes. In the speci?c case of the network 
of FIG. 14 there have been explicitly highlighted the compo 
nents ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), RG (Residential 
Gateway), BRAS (BroadBand Remote Access Server), 
MGW (Media Gateway), SIP (Session Initiating Protocol) 
Server, AS SIP (Application Server SIP), and Soft Switch. 
[0190] In yet another implementation, the network enables 
location and identi?cation of the fault within the transport 
network, where the transport is performed by IP BackBone 
nodes on a layer of SDH transmission nodes. 

transport network (IP network or “core”); 
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[0191] As highlighted in the initial part of the description, 
the agents can either be distributed in one-to-one correspon 
dence with the network elements or can be semi-distributed or 
partially centraliZed. 
[0192] Consequently, without prejudice to the underlying 
principles of the invention, the details and the embodiments 
may vary, even appreciably, with respect to what has been 
described purely by way of example, without thereby depart 
ing from the scope of the invention as de?ned in the annexed 
claims. 

1-15. (canceled) 
16. A method for locating a malfunction in a set of network 

elements in a communication network, each of said network 
elements having associated therewith a respective processing 
entity, comprising: 

detecting said malfunction in at least one of said network 
elements; 

informing others of said elements of the presence, of said 
malfunction; 

generating, in each of said elements, a respective set of 
alarms related to said malfunction, 

categoriZing, in each of said processing entities, the set of 
alarms generated by the respective element, said set of 
alarms being categoriZed in a ?rst category of alarms if 
the element has detected said malfunction and in a sec 
ond category of alarms if the element has been informed 
of the presence of said malfunction; and 

electing one of said elements as element responsible for the 
malfunction based on the result of said step of catego 
riZing. 

17. The method of claim 16, wherein each of said process 
ing entities comprises a management agent. 

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the step of categoriZ 
ing is performed by said agent. 

19. The method of claim 18, wherein said step of electing 
is also performed by said agent. 

20. The method of claim 16, wherein categoriZing said at 
least an alarm in the ?rst category comprises categorizing said 
at least an alarm in a ?rst sub-category if the malfunction is 
related to a resource of the element that has communicated its 
malfunction status to the element, and in a second sub-cat 
egory if the malfunction is related to a resource of the element 
that has not communicated its malfunction status to the ele 
ment or if the malfunction is unrelated to a resource of the 
element but has been detected by a resource of the element. 

21. The method of claim 16, wherein the step of informing 
the others of said elements of the presence of said malfunction 
comprises propagating malfunction information from the at 
least one of said elements having detected the malfunction to 
the others of said elements. 

22. The method of claim 20, wherein electing the element 
responsible for the malfunction comprises identifying, 
among said elements, at least a group of elements in logical or 
physical connection with each other. 

23. The method of claim 22, wherein electing the element 
responsible for the malfunction further comprises exchang 
ing, among the entities associated with the elements of each 
identi?ed group, information related to the categories of the 
sets of alarms generated by the elements of said group. 

24. The method of claim 23, wherein electing the element 
responsible for the malfunction further comprises comparing, 
in said entities associated with the elements of each identi?ed 
group, exchanged information. 
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25. The method of claim 24, wherein electing the element 
responsible for the malfunction comprises selecting one of 
the elements if said element has generated a set of alarms in 
the ?rst sub -category and no other element of the same group 
has generated a set of alarms in the ?rst sub-category. 

26. The method of claim 24, Wherein electing the element 
responsible for the malfunction comprises selecting one of 
the elements if said element has generated a set of alarms in 
the second sub-category and no other element of the same 
group has generated a set of alarms in the ?rst or in the second 
sub-category. 

27. The method of claim 25, Wherein electing the element 
responsible for the malfunction comprises selecting one of 
the elements if said element is the element With a highest 
protocol among a plurality of elements of a same group hav 
ing generated a set of alarms in the second sub-category and 
no other element of the same group has generated a set of 
alarms in the ?rst sub-category. 
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28. The method of claim 16, Wherein each of said alarms is 
indicative of a resource in?uenced by said malfunction Within 
a corresponding element, comprising the step of grouping 
tWo alarms in a same set of alarms if said tWo alarms are 
indicative of a same resource or of different resources of a 

same element having a containment or client/ server relation 
ship. 

29. A system for locating malfunction in a set of netWork 
elements in a communication netWork, Wherein each of said 
elements is con?gured for generating a set of alarms related to 
said malfunction, comprising a con?guration capable of per 
forming the method of claim 16. 

30. A computer program product Which can be loaded into 
the memory of at least one computer and comprising soft 
Ware-code portions capable of performing the method of 
claim 15. 


